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waste of space. phrase [usually verb-link PHRASE] If you describe someone or something as a waste of space, you are
indicating that you have a very low opinion of them. [informal] Even Sarah treated him as if he were a waste of space..
According to the algorithm that drives this word similarity engine, the top 5 related words for "a waste of space" are: Place,
vacuum, landfill, area, and vast. There .... You are not a waste of space, so that's not a fact with which you need to worry about
dealing. I'm not going to suggest medication because you've said it doesn't .... Definition of a waste of space. chiefly British,
informal. : a worthless person or thing He's a complete waste of space.. an insulting way of referring to someone or something
that is completely useless. That boy is just a total waste of space. Synonyms and related words. + People who are considered
weak, useless or unreliable.. Translations in context of "total waste of space" in English-Spanish from Reverso Context: This is a
total waste of space.. Someone or something that is blatantly unhelpful, worthless, or useless. Boy, what a waste of space— he's
just standing around while the rest of us all move .... Definition (n.) when something is so bad or useless that it's not even worth
the space it takes up. Examples My brother couldn't find a job and now he just sits .... a waste of space meaning, definition,
what is a waste of space: someone who has no good qualities: Learn more.. Synonyms for 'a waste of space': yes man, paper
tiger, softie, doormat, dead loss, weed, puppet, chameleon, zero, a soft/an easy touch, child.. Topic: I feel like a waste of space.
8 posts, 0 answered. Oldest first | Newest first.. That fat bastard is a goddam wast of space 2. Grad students are such a waste of
space 3. I spent the day napping instead of cleaning. I'm just a waste of space.. waste of space meaning: a person or thing that is
not useful or helpful: . Learn more.. Waste of space synonyms. Top synonyms for waste of space (other words for waste of
space) are empty place, empty seat and waste of time.. waste-of-space definition: Noun (plural wastes of space or wastes of
spaces) 1. An utterly worthless person, one unworthy of the space which they occupy..... That's a reason for concern. The phrase
''waste of space'' could be loosely translated as someone who is not enriching society. Maybe you need to think why so ...

Waste Of Space Orchestra. 3.5K likes. Collaboration between Oranssi Pazuzu and Dark Buddha Rising.. Many translated
example sentences containing "waste of space" – Spanish-English dictionary and search engine for Spanish translations.. Cram
ten hormonal teens into a spaceship and blast off: that's the premise for the ill-conceived reality show Waste of Space. The kids
who are cast know .... Who decides what counts as “wasted space”? We like to think that life should be everywhere, because we
are alive, and we happen to like it a ...
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